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NOTES: NTE- Social and Emotional & Literacy:  Book selections 

SESSION ONE 

When you Just have to Roar by Rachel Robertson 
 
Social and emotional themes:  
• Classroom and home settings reflect a diversity of races and names derived from other languages 
• The children are playing alone at the beginning of the book, and together cooperatively at the end 

of the book.    
• The teacher models how she used her voice (“I need your attention right now voice”) and uses “We” 

not ”I” inviting the children to work as a community  
• Introduces and defines the word “expectation“ and gives examples; this could help introduce a 

similar activity in the readers program or a home setting 
• Models positive expectations, not just negative ones 
• Supports the joy of strong self- expression (roaring) that is controlled 
• Models affirmations by the teacher that support who the children are, regardless of their behavior 
• The teacher models observing and at the end is also playing with the children 
• Illustrations reflect a classroom of children of similar ages doing age appropriate activities that might 

be found in other preschool programs 
 

Literacy themes:  
• Repetition in the language (initial sounds (“Jamilla was jumping,… Binh was bouncing…”) and of 

phrases added predictability 
• Parallel construction invites listeners to narrate the last page, as the first page was narrated, but 

with a different story (what are the children doing now?) 
• Illustrations reflect actions and a familiar context to many children 
• Invites reading along with the lists posted in the story 
• Words and illustrations invite imitation by the children  
 

Jabari Jumps by Gaia Cornwall 
 
Social and emotional themes:  
• Illustrations of a family that is supportive; dad as solo parent; and diversity of races of children at 

the pool 
• Recognizes and labels feelings (scared) and various strategies to cope with uncomfortable feelings 

(take a breath, reframe scary to be a surprise, prepare, take time and wait until you are ready, etc) 
• Describes a breathing technique and a self-talk technique to help overcome fear 
• Illustrations from the child’s perspective 

 
Literacy themes:  
• Illustrations invite story telling by showing sequences over time, spacing of pictures, and seeking and 

finding Jabari’s family in different places 
• A familiar theme (swimming) with expanded context (jumping off the high diving board) 
• Word repetition (“up” and “down”) invites reading 
• Few words on a page, invites letter recognition 
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The Chocolate-Covered-Cookie Tantrum by Deborah Blumenthal 
 
Social and emotional themes:  
• Describes the internal feelings of a temper tantrum 
• Illustrations show the feelings of being out of control and then back in control over time 
• Child character labels what she wants ( a cookie, not a banana, a blanket…) 
• Mother models support, patience, and sympathy while maintaining calm 
• Invites discussion: (why did she fall asleep when she got home?)   to explore why we get upset 

(hunger, tired) and how we don’t always know what is causing us to feel so bad and to react 
 
Literacy themes:  
• Word and sound repetitions (“nooooooooooooo” and kicked and kicked and kicked…”, “cookie”)  

helps the listener predict and recognize sounds, letters, and words 
• Illustrations (color, line, space on the page) support the narrative and change in mood (anger, fear, 

out of control, calm) 
• Narrative moves from a problem to a solution  
• Illustrations shows the child’s point of view 
• Rhythm of the language parallels the feelings as they develop and change during the story 
 
Taking a Bath with the Dog and Other Things that Make Me Happy by Scott Menchin  
  
Social and emotional themes:  
• Recognizes and labels being happy (smiling), and illustrates not happy 
• Identifies that there are many different ways to become happy and act happy 
• Shows a compassionate mother who empathizes 
• Child solves her own problem through research and discovery 
 
Literacy themes:  
• Silly illustrations and bright colors are inviting and fun 
• Invites questions and discovery (What is the old man counting? Why do trees have rings? Why is the 

bat upside down?)  
• Describes many realistic and easy options of fun things to do that can make you happy, inviting the 

readers to think of their own 
• Repetition of phrases (what makes you happy?), and a few, large words on a page invites word 

recognition and readability 
• (the sun (moon) smiling may not be clear to a child, and may be seen as a large face, instead) 
 

SESSION TWO 

The Feelings Book by Todd Parr (board book) 

Social and emotional themes:  
• Labels a wide array of feelings, all of which are acceptable 
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• Not all are “feelings,” some are “I feel like (verb)” which suggests we can choose to act on our 
feelings and invites conversation about feelings (why do you think the cat feels like looking out the 
window?) and how we label and recognize them 

• Can be used as model for sharing and labeling many different feelings now and other times 
(“Sometimes I feel like laughing. How do you feel?) 

 
Literacy themes:  
• Narrow color palate and simple illustrations invites playfulness 
• Not truly a board book for babies, appropriate for older children too 
• Repetition of word “sometimes” and simple font, invites word recognition and reading 
• One sentence or phrase on each page promotes access 
 

Bree Finds a Friend by Mike Huber 
  
Social and emotional themes:  
• Setting reflects a diversity of races and names derived from other languages 
• Feelings of happiness, sense of belonging, and loneliness addressed 
• Describes what friends do (hold hands, do similar activities, smile at each other, play near each 

other, chase each other, plan what they will do in the future together…) 
• Describes the benefits of being together (dig twice as fast, find more worms…) 
• Models how common interests can be the basis for developing a friendship 
• Models pretend play (worm house and family; ice cream shop) 
• Describes how we can be friends and feel connected with things that are not people (worms) 
• Shows girls liking worms (different from the old stereotype) 
 
Literacy themes:  
• Shows a familiar context of an early childhood program with realistic illustrations 
• Uses dialogue to illustrate conversation 
• Repetition and variation on “worm” (wormy, worm house..)  
 

Red by Michael Hall  

Social and emotional themes:  
• Addresses diversity and acceptance of difference, on an abstract level (not for younger children) 
• For a child who understands the abstraction, it could be very funny, since it is full of jokes and 

crayons being surprised! 
• Addresses assumptions and stereotypes (sheep are white, cows are brown) and invites 

conversations about our assumptions and stereotypes (are all sheep white?) 
• Describes and invites problem solving  
• Models frustration at being inadequate/different, and how various voices respond to his difference - 

positive and negative. Invites readers to consider how these responses might make you feel, how to 
recognize and celebrate both our difference, and similarities. 

• Describes how he continues to have social support through a difficult time; and how by trying he 
becomes accepted and recognized, as who he really is 
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Literacy themes: 
• Illustrations showing pencil and crayons invites child to draw and write 
• Supports color recognition and how color mixing creates predictable new colors (extend to drawing, 

vocabulary, and using paint, colored pencils, colored water etc) 
• Written in a conversational style, with comments (“oh dear.”) inviting the spoken voice to be a 

narrative voice 
• The pencil (“I”) provides the narrative, inviting the reader to write/dictate their own story (ie: what 

would your pencil want to tell?) 
• Describes inanimate objects as actors (scissors, crayons, tape, sharpener) inviting story telling with 

any object 
• Repetition of phrases (“ the scissors thought … I thought…,  “blue jeans, blue bells…”)  and repetition 

of images, invites recognition and readability 
• Invites questions and deeper layers of problem solving (“why at the end does the yellow say he’s 

going to make a green lizard with him (the blue crayon)?, which connects to the yellow and blue 
crayon making a green circle earlier in the book) 

• Illustrations invite discussion of how crayons change as they are used (grow smaller, change the 
shape of their tip) and what story that evokes 

 


